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TER Activity

TEM and TER Master Plan:
- Infrastructure upgrade;
- Border-crossing improvement;
- Technical studies;
- Training.

Major TER activities:
- Extraordinary 46th session in Belgrade: Mr. Jan RACZYNSKI elected;
- 47th session of the TER Steering Committee: Ms. Malgorzata Kopczynska selected;
- New brochure “Why to join the TER Project”.
High-Speed Trains benefits:
- considerable time savings;
- local economy boost;
- emissions reduction;
- safety.

High-Speed Rail Master Plan Study:
- provides information;
- explains requirements;
- serves as basis for political decisions;
- consists of two phases.
Phase I focused on:

- collecting information;
- developing methodology;
- creating tool.

Phase II main goals:

- improving methodology;
- collecting information;
- developing knowledge;
- assessing projects;
- identifying priorities;
- intensifying coordination.
Thank you for your attention!